Introduction
Impurity-doped diamonds can be wide-gap semiconductors, which can be utilized as electron emitters and high-power amplifiers in electronic devices. 1 In particular, boron-doped diamond (denoted as B-diamond) has recently attracted much attention from technological application and materials science points of view. High-quality B-diamond has been synthesized by a microwave plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method where the boron concentration controls its electrical properties. 2, 3 To clarify the relationship between the electronic structure and local structure of the boron atoms in B-diamond, researchers have analyzed the valence band and conduction band by soft X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) and absorption spectroscopy (XAS) using synchrotron radiation (SR). [4] [5] [6] These spectroscopic studies have elucidated that covalent B-C bond formation in a diamond matrix is important for acceptor formation in p-type B-diamond semiconductors. Additionally, superconducting characteristics have been discovered in heavily boron-doped diamond, 7 and its electronic structure has been analyzed by SR photoemission spectroscopy 8 and the X-ray scattering method. 9 These analytical studies on B-diamond using SR have suggested that the electronic structure strongly depends on the local structure and/or chemical states of the dopant boron atoms in the diamond lattice. On the other hand, chemical analyses of boron compounds using XES including the conventional X-ray fluorescence spectrometry have been performed by many reseacheres. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] This shows that XES is a powerful tool to investigate the chemical states of boron compounds.
As previously mentioned, the electronic structure of the highquality B-diamond synthesized by the CVD method can be successfully analyzed by XES and XAS. However, B-diamond synthesized by a temperature gradient method at high pressure and high temperature (denoted by HPT) 20, 21 has not been analyzed by XES and XAS yet. The difference between the CVD and HPT methods is the impurity nitrogen in the diamond matrix; CVD-diamond has a negligible nitrogen impurity, while HPT-diamond generally has ppm-or sub-ppm-orders of nitrogen as an impurity. 22 Therefore, it should be interesting to investigate the effects of impurity nitrogen on the local structure and/or chemical states of dopant boron.
In the present study, we analyzed dopant boron in the Bdiamond synthesized by the HPT method using XES and compared it to CVD-B-diamond. Moreover, the local structure and/or chemical states of dopant boron atoms in the B-diamonds are discussed using the spectral analysis of XES spectra and molecular orbital calculations.
Experimental
Two types of B-diamond samples were prepared. One was a boron-doped diamond-single-crystal film synthesized by the CVD method with methane, hydrogen, and diborane gases on single-crystal diamond substrates (denoted as CVD-B-diamond). The concentration of boron in CVD-B-diamond was evaluated by SIMS as 920 ppm. The other B-diamond sample was synthesized by the HPT method with a high-purity carbon source and boron source for the dopant (denoted as HPT-Bdiamond). The concentration of boron in the HPT-B-diamond sample was adjusted to 300 ppm. Although the concentration of impurity nitrogen in the measured HPT-B-diamond sample was unfortunately not analyzed by SIMS, it can be estimated to be To analyze the local structure and/or chemical states of boron atoms in boron-doped diamond, which can be synthesized by the microwave plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition method (CVD-B-diamond) and the temperature gradient method at high pressure and high temperature (HPT-B-diamond), we measured the soft X-ray emission spectra in the CK and BK regions of B-diamonds using synchrotron radiation at the Advanced Light Source (ALS). X-ray spectral analyses using the fingerprint method and molecular orbital calculations confirm that boron atoms in CVD-B-diamond substitute for carbon atoms in the diamond lattice to form covalent B-C bonds, while boron atoms in HPT-B-diamond react with the impurity nitrogen atoms to form hexagonal boron nitride. This suggests that the high purity diamond without nitrogen impurities is necessary to synthesize p-type B-diamond semiconductors. † To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: murama@eng.u-hyogo.ac.jp not less than several tens of ppm. The high-purity CVD-and HPT-diamonds without boron doping were also synthesized as references. In addition, commercially available highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), cubic boron nitride (c-BN), boron carbide (B4C), and amorphous boron (a-B) were prepared as reference compounds.
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Spectroscopic measurements of the soft X-ray emission in the BK and CK regions were performed with a grating X-ray spectrometer installed at beamline BL-8.0.1 23 of the Advanced Light Source (ALS). The emission spectra were obtained with excitation energies tuned to 230 eV for the BK region and 320 eV for the CK region in order to effectively excite the 1s-electrons and prevent multiple ionizations. The estimated resolving power (E/DE) of the spectrometer was 1300 for the BK measurements using a 40-mm entrance slit and a 1500-lines/mm spherical grating with a 5-m radius, and 680 for the CK measurements using a 600-lines/mm grating with a 10-m radius. Figure 1 shows the CK X-ray emission spectra of the Bdiamonds and reference compounds. All the diamond samples exhibited similar spectral profiles; a plateau in the region of 278 -281 eV, a low-energy satellite at 272 eV, and a high-energy peak edge at 284 eV. This spectral profile corresponds to previously published data. 24, 25 Therefore, it is confirmed that CVD-B-diamond and HPT-B-diamond essentially take a typical diamond crystal structure. Figure 2 shows the BK X-ray emission spectra of CVD-B-and HPT-B-diamonds and reference boron compounds. The CVD-B-diamond exhibited a main peak around 184 eV with a steep edge at 185 eV and lower-energy tailing, which clearly differs from the spectral profiles of HTP-B-diamond, h-BN, and c-BN. Although B4C and a-B exhibited similar spectral profiles with a main peak and lower-energy tailing of CVD-B-diamond, neither exhibited the steep 185-eV edge. This demonstrates that the chemical states of the dopant B atoms in the CVD-B-diamond differ from those of HTP-B-diamond and the reference compounds. The HPT-Bdiamond exhibited a main peak at 182 eV, a high-energy shoulder at 185 eV, a low-energy shoulder at 178 eV, and a lower-energy satellite at 170 eV.
Results and Discussion
This spectral profile corresponds to that of h-BN. Although c-BN also exhibited a similar profile, the main peak is broader than that of HPT-Bdiamond and h-BN. This indicates that dopant B atoms in the HPT-B-diamond mainly form h-BN in the diamond matrix and that the concentration of impurity N atoms in the HPT-Bdiamond will be not less than 300 ppm.
To theoretically clarify the measured BK X-ray spectral profiles of the B-diamonds, we calculated the density of state (DOS) of the boron atoms with appropriate cluster models using the discrete variational (DV)-Xa method. 26, 27 The calculated DOS was compared to the measured BK X-ray emission spectra. The upper panel of Fig. 3 shows the hydrogen-terminated cluster model, BC146(H148), for CVD-B-diamond where one B atom is substituted for the C atom bonded to the centered C atom in the diamond C147H148 cluster. The lower panel shows the occupied 2p-and 2s-DOS of the B atom and the centered C atom (denoted by asterisks in the figure) and compares them to the measured BK X-ray emission spectra of CVD-B-diamond. The B2p-DOS well reproduced the measured spectral profile. The B2p-DOS consisted of a main peak at -3 eV in the MO energy, a higherenergy shoulder at -1 eV, and lower-energy tailing. The highenergy shoulder in the B2p-DOS corresponds to the steep edge at 185 eV in the measured spectrum. The B2p orbitals at the higher-energy shoulder hybridize with the highest C2p orbitals, and the hybridized DOS can form the acceptor level in both the B and C atoms. 6 The lower-energy tailing in the B2p-DOS is mainly formed by the hybridization of B2p with B2s orbitals. Thus, the BK X-ray emission spectral profile of CVD-Bdiamond can be understood from the DOS of the B atoms in the diamond lattice. Hence, it is confirmed that the dopant B atoms in the CVD-B-diamond can substitute for carbon atoms in the diamond lattice to form covalent B-C bonds.
The upper panel of Fig. 4 shows the hydrogen-terminated cluster model, B48N48(H24), for h-BN, 28 which was observed in the HPT-B-diamond. The lower panel shows the calculated occupied 2p-and 2s-DOS of the centered B and N atoms (denoted by asterisks in the figure) and compares them to the measured BK X-ray spectra of HPT-B-diamond and h-BN. The B2p-DOS well reproduced the measured spectral profile. The B2p-DOS consisted of a main peak at -5 eV, a higher-energy shoulder around -3 eV, a lower-energy shoulder around -9 eV, and a lower-energy satellite around -16 eV. The main peak and the higher-energy shoulder are mainly formed by the hybridization of B2p with the N2p orbitals. The lower-energy shoulder can be formed by the hybridization of B2p with B2s and N2p, while the lower-energy satellites are mainly formed by the hybridization of B2p with N2s. This satellite is a characteristic of the sp 2 -coordinated B atoms in h-BN. Therefore, the BK X-ray emission spectral profile of HPT-Bdiamond can be understood from the DOS in h-BN. Hence, it is confirmed that the dopant B atoms in the HPT-B-diamond can react with impurity N atoms in the diamond lattice to form h-BN clusters. 
Conclusion
To analyze the local structures and/or chemical states of boron atoms in B-diamonds, which can be synthesized by the CVD method and the HPT method, we measured the soft X-ray emission spectra in the BK and CK regions of the CVD-Bdiamond and HPT-B-diamond using synchrotron radiation at the ALS. Although the CK X-ray profiles of the CVD-B-and HPT-B-diamonds exhibited typical diamond profiles, CVD-B and HPT-B diamonds had different BK X-ray profiles. Spectral analysis using a fingerprint method suggested that the boron atoms in the HPT-B-diamond reacted with the impurity nitrogen atoms to form boron nitride in HPT-diamond. To clarify the local structure and/or chemical states of the boron atoms in the B-diamonds, we compared the BK X-ray emission profiles of the CVD-B-and HPT-B-diamonds to the B2p-DOS of the appropriate cluster models. The BK X-ray emission profile of CVD-B-diamond successfully explained the boron atoms substituting for the carbon atoms in the diamond lattice, while h-BN profile explained the profile of HPT-B-diamond. Thus, it is elucidated that impurity nitrogen in the diamond interferes with the formation of covalent B-C bond formation in the diamond lattice, and that the CVD method is preferable for doping boron atoms into diamond in order to develop p-type B-diamond semiconductors.
